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Eleetronio Music at the truiver•ttt: J&Jef Tal
}Jresents his Overture to the Opera "Ashmadat"
for Eleettouie Tape and hi• Qmkerto No. 6,
for Piaao ud Tape (Reb~· trnlversity Ca!Dpus, the Wise Audttorinm, Jerull&lem - June
1/)).

was one of the last programmes
THIS
of this year's Monday lunchtime concerts at the University and was devoted
to electron1c music and its foremost representative in rsrael., Jo·sef Tal. A large
number of students attended the programme which featured the first performance of two works.
Josef Tal is at present busy writing an
opera with Ashmadai, the Evil Spirit of
thd Talmud, as its protagonist. The overture, the composer explains, is designed
to support the dancers electronically, absent on this occasion. The piano concerto,
completed very recently, thoroughly exploits the P,OSsibilttles at the instrument,
which was very efficiently played by the
composer. The impression is mainly 011e of
nervous jerks with occasional soft spots.
One could, of course impute all sorts of
programmatic symbolism to the music at
the risk of accusing the composer of introducing anachronisms, but this Is dangerous ground.
It might be stated - without infringing
oi'. the prerogatives of the specialists who
are so up to-date in things teclmical that
only they can pass judgment- that Josef
Ta.l has progressed tremendously in · the
application and mastery at his material.
This field does not yet h'ave any rules
or specified limits. The means of making
mul!lic have mu!t'iplied, new ground is being · qplored, new mixtbrel!l are be..iag' trfed and new ho~ ate· opening
up. The result tor the ol"dinary Ustener
it; stimulating cO!Irl'rontations in unehartered areas for Which new criteria are yet
to be evolved.
It may well be that Tal, who underwent
a thorough tradition&a mu·s'ic training and
is basically a romantic at heart, will develop
this medium into something to intrigue
~d attract even the conservaJtive listener.
~Y.B.
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Electronic 'music
1~Jproves 'interesting'
I

Electronic 11-Insic at · Ein Karem • ·'kle' Tal
presents his "Vari•tlons" for Electroni-c T•pe
and the Piano Coneerto No. 6, for Piano and
Electronic 'rape (Tare 11-Iusic Centre, Ein Ra·
rem - October 26).

Tal is a knowledgeable lecturer:
J. OSEF
He was ·slightly embarrassed talking·
about himself. Nevertheless, he tolerated
our shortcomings in understanding the
ramifications · of this new medium, and
succeeded-despite lengthy elaborations-'
to explain many technical .terms and the background cloth); it lasts for. close
to 12 minutes. A theme, consis~ilig of a.
means to the ~embly; The "Variations"
- a premiere - were written (or ra- group of sounds quickly following each
ther assembled) with an eye to chore- other and taking no more than. a. few
ography, to include danc.ing and visual seconds, is being varied in many ways: in
means (a screen projecting the score on . very low register, in high sonorities, in
rhythmical llnpulses, in chords repre-----~ing the
"attack," others the "live"
sp~ of a <SOUlld, and again"others .tQ,.~
monstr!!-te the '"decay" . o:f the tone, and,
of course, combinations of the various
elements elaborated previously. The re•
suit is an interesting experiment in exploration of this new world of disembo~
died sounds. ·It is worth hearing, worth
confronting even. · if one cannot enjoy it
as .music or its equivalent in emotional
·experience. It is a cliche to speak of
JJUCh a confrontation as an "interesting
experience"; unfortJ.Inately, no other term
comes to mind.
His S.ixth I'iano Concerto - ·pft!mi~red
at a Students' Concert in June this yearconfirl')'led the first impression on that
occasion: it is interesting enough to be
heard again (no one could claim to
remember much of its structure or content after the :first hearing) and confirms
rather the dictum that electronic music,
if a:pplied sincerely and respo:nsibly, bas
its Tai8on d'etre, · ev.en for those who are
staid and conserv~tive in things musical.
.
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